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 Abstract—The questions of supplying power to the 
region with remote consumers are considered. The model 
of integrated power supply is proposed. Mathematical 
dependences that allow accounting volumes of certain types 
energy resources consumption and forming rational energy 
balance of the region are formulated.
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I. IntroductIon

Efficient power supply of energy-deficient regions 
(remote consumers of electricity) determines the 
conditions for safe, efficient and sustainable functioning 
of the energy sector, as well as the system of relations 
between the subjects of the fuel and energy complex, 
consumers and the state, ensuring the achievement of the 
goals set in energy policy for the real conditions of the 
country’s energy sector [1]. 

The strategic goals of supplying power to the energy-
deficient regions are:
1) Reduction of consumption of non-renewable fuel and 

energy resources (fuel and energy resources);
2) Reducing the environmental impact from the fuel and 

energy infrastructure;
3) Improving economic efficiency of supplying energy 

to a region;
4) Ensuring reliable power supply for geographically 

distant consumers.
From these goals we can suggest following ways to 

achieve them:
a) Integrated use of centralized and decentralized 

energy supply for large enterprises and remote 
energy-deficient regions;

b) Quick creation of autonomous (decentralized) 
facilities (systems) based on unconventional and 
renewable energy sources;

c) Introduction of elements of intelligent energy 

systems (IES) for monitoring and control, 
transmission and distribution of electricity, as 
well as the effective management of electrical 
equipment at enterprises and utilities [2].

II. model of Integrated power supply

Generalized scheme of the energy balance of the 
region (Pskov region) is shown in “Fig. 1”.

Assuming that in the region there are no other 
consumers rather than enterprises, designated as “K”, it 
is possible to write the following formula:

   
(1)

Fig. 1. Generalized scheme of the energy balance of some region, 
the Pskov region, for example. 
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Let’s introduce following notation:
where: c

iW - is electrical energy generated by the 
i-th enterprise  (i=1….I), that provides the operation of a 
centralized power supply system

d
êW

- is electrical energy generated by an 

autonomous (decentralized) source;
κW - is energy consumed at the K-th enterprise 

(K=1.......(K); coefficient 

( )k losses
ê

k

W
W

α =
, that 

takes into account losses κW  during transportation of 

electricity from the source to the consumer [3]; 

( ) ( )k original k lossesW W Wκ = − , where ( )k lossesW  - 

is energy losses during transportation.

- is the electrical energy consumed at the lth 
enterprise (l = 1 ...) in the rth area (r = 1 ... .R), where 
R is the number of areas in the subject of the Russian 
Federation (for the Pskov region, R = 26);

- is electric energy consumed by housing 
and utilities enterprises and individual users from the 

population in the r-th area (n=1…. rN );  M – is a 
total number of autonomous (decentralized) sources of 

electrical energy in the region(
∑
=

++≤
R

r
rr NLKM

1
)(

,autonomous (decentralized) sources that consumers can 
have, but in practice they do not. For the case when there 
is a transfer to a centralized network of excess electricity 
generated by an Autonomous source, the ratio will take 
form:

   
(2)

The energy balance of the region can be written in the 
following form:

    

(3)

The model of the energy system of the region can be 
represented by a directed graph, the vertices of which 
correspond to the sources and consumers, and the edges 
reflect the direction of electricity transmission (“Fig. 2”).

Energy losses during transportation are shown here 
as the corresponding vertices of the graph ( ). Other no-
tation:

)1,1(LWα  - losses associated with the transmission of 
energy to the L-th consumer (medium and small enter-
prises) in the first area;

)1,1(LW
 - is the energy consumed by L-consumer in 

the first area;

)1,1(LW  -  is the energy consumed by L-consumer in 
the first area; 

( 1,1)
d

LW  - is electrical energy generated by an au-
tonomous (decentralized) L-th source in the first area [4];

S
NW )1,1(α  - losses associated with the transmission 

of energy to the N-th consumer (utilities and individual 
users in the first area;

S
NW )1,1(  - is the energy consumed by the N-consum-

er (housing and individual users) in the first area;  

( 1,1)
dS

NW - is electric energy generated by an au-
tonomous (decentralized) source N-th source (housing 
and utilities and individual users of the population) in the 
first area [5].

Fig. 2. Model of energy supply to consumers of the regional energy system
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III. method of evaluatIng economIc effectIveness 
of the system provIdIng sustaInable energy supply  for 

energy defIcIent  regIon

Let’s introduce following notation:
resz - is the unit costs associated with the use of fuel 

and energy resources (coal, gas, etc.), i.e. the cost of fuel 
and energy resources needed to generate a unit of elec-
tricity; 

res
c Tz b P= ⋅ , where cb - specific consumption of 

fuel and energy resources, 

TP - is price of fuel and energy resources; In this 
case, the absolute costs are equal to:

resz W⋅ , where W  - is generated electrical energy;
expz - is unit operating costs for the generating plant 

or a combination of plants of the generating company, 
required to generate a unit of electrical energy. Absolute 

costs are: expz W⋅ , where W  - is generated electrical 
energy. 

.c trz - is specific costs for the transportation of energy 
from the generating source to the consumer, including 
losses during transportation per unit of transmitted 
electrical energy [6].

In this case, the absolute costs are: .c trz W⋅ , where 
W is the consumed electric energy (in this case, we 
assume that it is equal to the generated electricity).

Costs of centralized power supply:    
. .exp .( )c c res c c trZ z z z W= + + ⋅    (4)                                      

Costs of integrated use of centralized power supply 
and energy of Autonomous (decentralized) sources based 
on non-traditional and renewable energy sources:

 

. .exp . ''

. .exp . '

( )
( )

com d res d d tr

c res c c tr

Z z z z W
z z z W
= + + ⋅

+ + + ⋅    
(5)

where: 
"W и 'W  account for electrical energy 

consumed from a centralized network and from an 
Autonomous source respectively, 

''' WWW +=  - is 
total electrical energy. 

Autonomous (decentralized) energy source is usually 
located directly on consumer’s territory. In this regard it 
can be assumed that the costs of transporting electricity 
from such a source are negligible: . 0d trz ≈

When using renewable energy sources, the costs for 
fuel and energy resources can also be considered zero: 

. 0d resz ≈
In this case, formula (5) takes the form: 

  

. .exp . '

.exp "

( )com d res d d tr

d

Z z z z W
z W

= + + ⋅

+ ⋅    
(6)

The economic efficiency of using of integrated energy 
supply is determined by the expression:

 c comZ Z Z∆ = −    (7)

Taking into account formulas (4) and (6) we get:
. .exp .

. .exp . ' .exp "

( )
( ) ,

c res c c tr

d res d d tr d

Z z z z W
z z z W z W

∆ = + + ⋅

− + + ⋅ + ⋅or

 

. .exp . '

.exp "

( )( )c res c c tr

d

Z z z z W W
z W

∆ = + + −

− ⋅    
(8)

A positive economic effect from the integrated energy 
supply is obtained if:

 
. .exp . .exp( ) 0c res c c tr dZ Z Z Z+ + − >    (9)

If the tariff for electricity from the centralized network 
is overstated comparing to the real costs, this can be taken 
into account using coefficient T >1. In this case, for the 
consumer the positive economic effect of the integrated 
energy supply will significantly increase and will be 
expressed as follows:

    
(10)

Mathematical model reflecting the total cost of 
integrated energy supply in the region regZ  and economic 
efficiency of integrated power supply regZ∆  is defined 
by following formulas:
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(11)
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(12)

where: cz , dz  are the unit costs of centralized power 
supply and costs of energy supply from an autonomous 
and decentralized sources; .c trz - is the unit costs of transportation of energy 
from the generating source to the consumer, including 
losses during transportation per unit of the transmitted 
electric energy. Thus, absolute cost is: .c trz W⋅ . 

The total cost depends on many variables: the cost of 

fuel and energy resources (
resZ ), costs of transportation 

of electric power taking into account losses (
trZ ), 

number and location of large, small and medium-sized 
consumers (K,L,N, R), etc..[3]

As a criterion for the optimality of the proposed 
model, the total cost of integrated energy supply in the 
region can be taken. In this case, the optimality condition 
takes the form:

    (13)

Other optimality criteria can be used, for example, the 
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economic efficiency of integrated energy supply in the 
region:

    (14)

A detailed analysis of the formulas (3), (11) and 
(12), reflecting the energy balance of the region and the 
total cost and economic efficiency of integrated energy 
supply in the region requires taking into account all the 
parameters characterizing the needs of consumers and 
the peculiarities of their territorial location in individual 
areas within their region. For a generalized interpretation 
of the energy system model of the region, the expression 
(11) can be presented in the following formulas [7]:

 
.reg c c tr dZ Z Z Z= + +     (15)
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(18)

 

Fig. 3. Dependence of costs vs length of electrical networks for centralized sources and for autonomous energy sources.

If centralized and autonomous sources of electrical 
energy operate on the same type of fuel and energy 
resources, the costs of generating electrical energy with 
an autonomous source are higher. For example, for state 
district power plant (centralized source) and microturbines 
operating on natural gas, this ratio is approximately 
equal to 1.51. Taking into account the above, we will 
depict in “Fig. 3” components of the formula (20). At 
length of electric networks in region to crr r>  the use 
of autonomous energy sources is economically justified 
(this area is shown in “Fig. 3”. indicated by hatching).

 For the Pskov region , the total 

length of electrical networks in the region 

Assuming that the value of 
.c trZ includes the cost 

of transmission of electricity, loss of electricity, the cost 
of maintaining networks and substations, in proportion to 
the length of the electric networks of the region [8]:

 
.c trZ k r= ⋅    (19)

where r – is the length electrical networks; к – is the 
coefficient of proportionality.

Based on the established tariffs for energy transmission 
networks for the region, it is possible to determine the 
coefficient of proportionality k= 0,005 RUB/ KWh•km.

Let’s move on to the relative variables, taking as a 
base cZ . Denote the relative variables with the upper 
line formula (15) write in the following form [9]:

______reg c d
Z Z k r Z= + ⋅ +    (20)

where 
regreg

c

ZZ
Z

= ,
c

k rk r
Z
⋅

⋅ = , 
dd

c

ZZ
Z

=

If electricity tariffs are too high, and autonomous 
energy sources use local fuel and energy resources, then 
the feasibility of using autonomous sources from an 
economic point of view becomes even more obvious [10].
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Iv. conclusIon 
1. The model of integrated power supply is proposed.  

Formulated mathematical dependences that allow 
considering volumes of energy resources consumption 
of each type and forming rational energy balance of 
the region.

2. The method of assessing the economic efficiency of 
the system of sustainable energy supply for the energy 
deficient region and on its basis determined the 
effectiveness and socio-economic efficiency of the 
proposed model of energy supply of the Pskov region.

3. Sustainable energy supply for energy-deficient regions 
is proposed to be formed based on the integrated 
systems that provide the joint use of centralized and 
distributed energy supply, including ones, based on 
non-traditional and renewable energy sources.
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